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With the Youth: The A. Z. P
are planning a week-end conch
in Savannah starting this Frid

$5.00

night
The local city-wide yoi
council is offering dancing lessc
Entered as Second-Class Matter, at the Post Orfice,
to Jax youth
and Sam Schi
Jacksonville; Florida, Under Act of March 3, 1879
ter, director, says there will so
be a charm school for ladies
Member of The Jewish Telegraphic Agency
The Jr. Masada men had a bart
Member of the Independent Jewish Press Service
cue Sunday night at the He
Member Office of Jewish Information
Sandler’s
Both Herbert ai
Member of the Chamber of Commerce
Ethel were swell
Incidental]
the Young Judeans are busy wor
"The Oldest and Most Widely Circulated Jewish Publication
ing on the annual Purim Carniv
in this Territory”
which will be held in the Cent*
March 9th
For Purim, too, t
Printed at our own plant
Jewish Center is readying a dout
THE EVERGREEN PRESS
cast of Purim Hi-Jinx
one
Ave.
Evergreen
1824
1822
Phone 5-3233 be presented to the Sunday
¦B2O
Schc
Jacksonville, Florida
and one for a joint meeting of t
Center Men’s Club and the Daug
ters of Israel
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The Arab War Effort
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Congratulations to the Jew
Center on its election of Jose
We have just finished reading a review copy
Hackel as its new president
of “The Arab War Effort,” published and distribMr. Hackel and other officers v
uted by The American Christian Palestine Combe duly installed at a Purim bt
mittee. This is a documented account showing
to be held in the Center Pur
proof of the alignment of the Arab forces with
night
those of Germany in the recent war.
I Hr’
**
*
<§&§
I
To the reader who has kept up closely with
Now that the Jesters have leas
the war effort the facts mentioned here will
the Riviera Club and have turr
not be a revelation, for they certainly are not
it into their meeting rooms Ja<
in dispute in any responsible quarter.
It is well
sonville can be said to be a tn
known that the Arabs sided with Hitler. In
Southern city
When the histc
he light of such testimony, Britain’s present attitude of favoring the of the Southern Jewish commun
irabs against the Jews in Palestine is one which is deplored by all is written the
will hg
.
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"clubs”

air-minded people of every religious group.
We print below an introduction to “The Arab War Effort” by
Jean Alfange, Chairman of the New York State Chapter of the
American Christian Palestine Committee.
*

*

We of the American Christian
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Palestine
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Committee

have felt it

The tendency to forget the lessons

of the past has always been
?

It is acutely dangerous
characteristics.
It
low to the decisive days following the great agony of the war.
las become painfully clear that unless we apply to the building of
Jie peace the lessons learned at suck cost during the war, we shall
lot be able to meet the new perils threatening to undermine our life
in this planet.
One of those hard earned lessons was simply this:
[hat appeasement does not work. The enemies of human freedom
jould neither be bribed nor cajoled. Munich proved that once and
me of man’s most dangerous

all.

The material presented in this publication proves it once again,
demonstrates how in the days when Hitler’s supremacy seemed
pertain, Britain was deserted and betrayed in a most strategic part
f the world by peoples whose 'friendship she had strained herself to
?in. Yet now in 1947 we seem to be returning to the policy of appeasement in dealing with precisely those Arab leaders who did their
itmost to aid the Axis powers. The essence of British policy in the
piddle East has not altered since 1939. It has been affected but
Ittle by the failure of appeasement and by the collaborationist record
F the Arab States and of the men who led and still lead them.
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mperitive to assemble and publish this account of the part played
In doing this we are
ly the Arab lands in the Second World War.
notivated by a profound concern with the central issue of our day—he need for shaping a stable peace on democratic foundations.

br

their place in the telling
Tin
are very few Southern cities tl
barely resemble a metropolis tl
does not have its social club bui
ing
*

February 16th is the date
the start of the Southeastern
gional meet of Junior and Ser
Hadassah to be held in Atla:
Atlanta is always a grach
sho
host and the conference
M
prove an inspiring one
A. Asher will be national Had
sah’s representative to the c
clave
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In my spare moments I p
through Mortimer J. Cohen’s
ways Through the Bible (J
Publications Society) ..."
?
been widely reviewed
where there are glowing ac
and may
of the work
ac
add
humble
my
moment
edgement of a job well do:
In his book Rabbi Cohen 1
deed hewn paths throug
world’s greatest book by
young and old can travel its
recognizing via the author’i
posts its great store of wisdc
poetic and literary beauty
book is further enhanced t
dynamic illustrations of /
(Szyk’s picture of
Szyk
and Eve in the Garden of
is one of the finest I have
While this is one <
seen
most modest of “nudes” on
almost feel the call of the fl<
yet at the same time the inno
is the domir
of nakedness
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The American Christian Palestine Committee believes the pages
follow to be profoundly important. The record they present
fhich
pould make the
governments of the western democracies reconsider
k ry carefully their course of action in the Middle East. Are we to
bllow the barren and perilous line of appeasement and reaction in
Pis nerve center of the world, the Middle East?
Or are we to act
Pong new and truly democratic lines? The facts presented here
Pould help us reach a decision.
This publication does not claim to exhaust the subject of the
note of the picture)
[rab war effort. Os the thousands of available docoments, fewer “Pathways Through the I
Ro a dozen are published here. Os the long lists of hundreds of should be in every child’s li
bab agents on the German payroll, only a few are mentioned. Os
and I would like to su,
that those Sisterhoods which
r numerous cases of sabotage, only a few are recorded.
sent Bibles on Bar Mitzvah oi
firmation think seriously of
.
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"Pathways”
book that can be read

senting

Let’s Join All Religions In the Spirit of
Brotherhood
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